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Abstract-Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) is an
emerging technology that is providing the next advance in
modeling and systems engineering. MBSE uses Systems
Modeling Language (SysML) as its modeling language.
SysML is a domain-specific modeling language for systems
engineering used to specify, analyze, design, optimize, and
verify systems.
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An MBSE Challenge project was established to model a
hypothetical FireSat satellite system to evaluate the
suitability of SysML for describing space systems. Although
much was learned regarding modeling of this system, the
fictional nature of the FireSat system precluded anyone from
actually building the satellite. Thus, the practical use of the
model could not be demonstrated or verified.
This paper reports on using MBSE and SysML to model a
standard CubeSat and applying that model to an actual
CubeSat mission, the Radio Aurora Explorer (RAX)
mission, developed by the Michigan Exploration Lab (MXL)
and SRI International.

1. BACKGROUND
CubeSats, a type of nanosatellite, are low-cost,
standardized satellites which are typically launched as
secondary payloads. They have enabled the university
community to design, build, and launch satellites using
primarily off-the-shelf components. More recently, the
worldwide community has adopted the CubeSat standard
as a means of performing scientific, surveillance, and
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technology demonstration
reduced cost.

missions at



significantly

This case study extends work sponsored by the
International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE)
Space Systems Working Group (SSWG) whose original
charter in 2008 was to model FireSat, a fictional satellite
for monitoring and reporting forest fires. [1] This satellite
was used as an example in the widely used and accepted
Space Mission Analysis and Design (SMAD) textbook. [2]

To research the integration of analytical models for
orbital determination, structural design, executing
schedules for operations, and other parametric
analyses. Through our commercial participants,
AGI and InterCAX, a provider of MBSE software
and services, we plan to explore the integration of
analytical models, thereby enabling the transfer of
information between various modeling systems.

For the CubeSat community we envision our workproducts consisting of:

The FireSat project was designed to improve the
understanding of applying Systems Modeling Language
(SysML) to represent satellites. SysML is a systems
engineering graphical modeling language that can
formally specify every aspect of a system.
While much was learned regarding modeling FireSat, the
hypothetical nature of FireSat precluded anyone from
actually building the spacecraft. Therefore the practical
use of the model could not be demonstrated or verified.



A CubeSat meta-model describing CubeSat
specific concepts and a Modeling Framework.



An example CubeSat model which existing and
future teams can use as a template for modeling,
learning to use the system, describing their own
satellites, optimizing satellite design, and
evaluating mission operations.

For the modeling community in general we will be
providing:

As in the FireSat effort, the CubeSat modeling group
consists of individuals from multi-disciplinary areas in
government, academia, and commercial organizations.
The CubeSat Modeling Framework uses SysML to
capture common design patterns of CubeSats: managing
values, describing scenarios, and describing functions,
parts, and subsystems as well as the relationships between
these design patterns.



Proscriptive
information
regarding
development practice and procedures.



A better understanding of issues surrounding the
integration of analytical models into the SysML
descriptive model.

model

The model includes:

The Framework illuminates a path to an integrated modelbased engineering environment, including interoperability
with system models, mission analysis, and 3D
visualization capabilities provided by Analytical
Graphics, Inc. (AGI) Systems Tool Kit (STK), formerly
known as Satellite Took Kit.



The entire satellite mission, including orbital
determination and interfaces to external entities
such as ground stations and targets of interest.



Key satellite hardware, including systems,
subsystems and components and their interfaces,
dependencies, and associations.
Key satellite behaviors and interfaces to the
various hardware entities.
Key satellite constraints and measures-ofeffectiveness.



This environment demonstrates the possibility of a highly
diverse set of analysis applications that are provided with
information about the space system from the system
model to accomplish analysis driven by a formal
description of the mission, flight and ground systems.



3. MBSE CHRONOLOGY
2. CUBESAT CASE STUDY OBJECTIVES

SysML became an Object Management Group (OMG)
adopted specification in June 2006. SysML is a domainspecific modeling language for systems engineering. It is
used to specify, analyze, design, and verify systems
consisting of hardware, software, information, personnel,
procedures, and facilities. [3]

We continue our understanding of SysML issues as they
pertain to satellite modeling, including modeling
methodologies in a satellite design team environment. In
addition to these initial goals, we have the following
objectives:


To codify the experience of Subject Matter
Experts into a CubeSat Modeling Framework
complete with domain specific extensions to
SysML.



To utilize the framework as an educational tool

Sandy Friedenthal proposed the Model Based System
Engineering (MBSE) Initiative within the International
Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) SE 2020
Vision at the Albuquerque, January 2007 INCOSE
International Workshop (IW). [4] The INCOSE SSWG
MBSE Challenge was initiated in August 2007. [5]
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The goal of the MBSE Challenge project was to model a
hypothetical FireSat space system. FireSat is a spacebased system for detecting, identifying, and monitoring
forest fires. The FireSat system consists of users, mission
goals, a satellite system, primary ground station with
mission control and payload data processing, secondary
ground stations, and commercial communication
satellites. The FireSat system is derived from the
description in SMAD.

information model behind the diagrams. It enables
any SysML model of a system to be tested to
ensure that the units are complete and consistently
defined.

The MBSE FireSat modeling project involved individuals
from the SSWG, aerospace students and professors from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Georgia
Institute of Technology, as well as individuals from a
number of government and industry organizations. The
modeling effort included using AGI's STK for
performance analysis of candidate system configurations.
The results were reported first in December 2007 then in a
series of INCOSE workshops and symposiums, and
INCOSE INSIGHT articles. They demonstrated that a
space system could be modeled in SysML.



Conventional drawing and simulation tools
provide text and diagram based documentation of
models, but they generally lack the semantics and
detail provided by SysML. The strength of
SysML is the robust semantics and detail captured
for formal specifications.
This becomes
significant when using the SysML model as a
source of information for analysis and simulation
tools



Once a system is rendered in SysML, the model
provides a coherent body of knowledge about the
system. The SysML model can be used to
interface and inter-operate with other tools and
data sources.

5. RADIO AURORA EXPLORER
An interface between a SysML model and STK / AGI
Components was demonstrated in real-time at the
February Phoenix 2011 INCOSE MBSE WS.

Radio Aurora Explorer (RAX) is the first National
Science Foundation (NSF) funded CubeSat science
mission. The RAX missions were built by students,
engineers, and faculty from the University of Michigan in
collaboration with scientists from SRI International. We
have launched two RAX spacecraft, RAX-1 and RAX-2,
with the same mission objective. RAX-2 is the reference
CubeSat Mission the SysML team has chosen as the basis
for building the CubeSat Modeling Framework.

The MBSE CubeSat project was initiated in April 2011.
The team includes University of Michigan Aerospace
graduate students, a departmental professor, and the
INCOSE SSWG, including JPL engineers, InterCAX,
AGI engineers, and others.
The collaborative environment includes a CubeSat MBSE Google group, MBSE Google documents
collection, a NoMagic Teamwork server for SysML
modeling, and bi-weekly Web conferencing through the
JPL-hosted Meetingplace server.

The primary objective of the RAX mission is to study the
formation of magnetic field-aligned plasma irregularities
(FAI) in the lower polar ionosphere (80-300 km). [6] FAI
are dense clouds of electrons that range from centimeters
to kilometers in size, and are known to disrupt tracking
and communication between Earth stations and orbiting
spacecraft. Unlike equatorial FAI, height-resolved FAI
have not been studied at polar latitudes due to the
difficulty of collecting backscattered radar normal to the
highly-inclined geomagnetic field lines, a critical
requirement for radar measurements. To overcome this,
RAX utilizes a bi-static radar configuration with a
ground-based radar transmitter and a satellite-based
receiver. The experimental zone is a cone with the vertex
at designated Incoherent Scatter Radar (ISR) sites. The
RAX-2 spacecraft is in a 410 by 820 kilometer, 101.5
degree inclination orbit.
This orbit provides the
spacecraft with the vantage point to receive the radar
signals from above the experimental zone and from a
wide range of scatter angles; a schematic is shown in
Figure 1.

4. SYSML: THE SYSTEMS MODELING
LANGUAGE
Object Management Group (OMG) SysML is a
standardized descriptive language for modeling systems
born out of OMG Unified Modeling Language (UML).
UML is a modeling language used in object-orientated
software engineering. SysML is comprised of a graphical
notation and an information model that emphasizes the
formal capture, description, and communication of
systems specifications. Diagrams can be constructed to
describe various systems based on the structure and
behavior of the system.
The information model
distinguishes SysML from conventional drawing and
simulation tools in the following three specific ways:


SysML accommodates the capture and description
of numerical values and quantities through the use
of International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) Quantities, Units, Values, and Dimension
standards. The strength of SysML is the formal

During a typical science experiment, scattered signals are
detected by the on-board radar receiver (payload) and are
saved to the spacecraft flash memory. Position and time
information from the on-board GPS receiver provides
accurate spatial and temporal information during a
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science experiment. RAX passes through the
experimental zone in approximately five minutes. Data
are then processed, compressed, and transmitted to the
ground. This sequence of events is repeated daily
throughout the planned one year mission lifetime. The
primary ground radar station is the Poker Flat ISR located
in Alaska.

than atomic narrative assertions. Prose requirements are
used only as a supplement, where a formal behavioral
model cannot be developed, e.g. “The system shall have
80% of its components produced in the United States”.
For physical aspects of systems, this is widely
precedented. 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models
serve as representations of configurations, precise
physical dimensions, and tolerances, and are used in
simulations of user experience. These models capture the
system’s emergent properties in ways that shall
statements never can.

The primary RAX ground station and operations center is
located at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. In
addition to payload data, telemetry data is also collected
and downloaded.
Telemetry data includes attitude
determination sensor measurements, temperature values,
voltages values, and other health and status information
from the flight computer.

7. CUBESAT TERMINOLOGY AND PATTERNS
BASIS FOR CUBESAT META-MODEL
A few domain specific terms are commonly used for
describing CubeSat Systems and Missions. For example:


Part - a component of the spacecraft



State - the value of a variable that describes a
condition of the system for a given period of time



Function (input, output) - a behavior of a Part that
modifies the state of the Part based on the
Function’s input and output states
- Input: values used to affect the state of the Part
- Output: values used to report on the result of the
Function's affect on the state of the Part



Subsystem - have functions which operate on
states



Interface - an area of consideration on a Part for
which interaction is an engineering concern. It
usually requires coordination or standardization to
function properly.



Scenario - a sequence of functions to accomplish a
Mission Objective.

Using SysML, we can take these common terms and
provide a concrete syntax and semantics with which to
build a framework for modeling CubeSat systems, as
shown in Table 1.
Figure 1. RAX Mission Data Environment

By formally capturing this syntax and semantics, also
known as meta-modeling, we have a basis for deriving
common systems engineering patterns. Patterns are
commonly recurring sets of concepts and relationships
that describe some aspect of a system. We have identified
and used these patterns for CubeSat models to establish a
CubeSat Modeling Framework.

6. MODEL AS REQUIREMENTS
An important aspect of the job of a systems engineer is to
produce specifications for designing, validating,
verifying, and operating the system. In the documentcentric practice of systems engineering, this is done
primarily with requirements stated in terms such as shall,
must, should, and will statements, accompanied by a
various descriptive documents, illustrations, and analysis
products.

The pattern that will be used to model the Parts for the
CubeSat Framework is illustrated in SysML in Figure 2.
This model of a basic pattern for Parts can be read as a set
of requirements. For example, “all CubeSat Parts shall
have at least one interface” and “CubeSat Parts shall
define functions such that inputs and outputs are specified

In the MBSE paradigm, models enhance specification by
describing behavior, interaction, and performance rather
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as given values." Depending on how the requirements are
written, this simple model represents 20-40 individual
requirements. In this way, the model concisely describes

a consistent and coherent pattern with which to precisely
capture specifications of the spacecraft.

Table 1. CubeSat - SysML Terminology
SysML Concept
CubeSat Term
SysML Element

SysML Diagram Types

Part (Subsystem, System, etc)

Part

Function(Input, Output)

Operation(Input Parameter:Parameter Type,
Output Parameter:Parameter Type)

Internal Block Diagram (IBD),
Block Definition Diagram (BDD)
kskdjdlkfjddskfdskfjdskj(BDD)(BDD(
BDD) BDD, Sequence Diagram

State

Value Specification

BDD

Interface

Flow Port, Flow Specification

BDD

Scenario

Interaction

Sequence Diagram

Figure 2. Pattern for Modeling CubeSat Framework
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Table 2. CubeSat - OOSEM Concepts Mapping

8. CUBESAT MODELING FRAMEWORK
The Object Oriented Systems Engineering Methodology
(OOSEM) [7] as applied according to the FireSat model
is used in conjunction with the CubeSat Meta-Model,
described in Figure 2, to create the CubeSat Modeling
Framework. OOSEM provides a foundation for
describing the composition of Systems and their Parts in a
particular domain. By using this foundation, the CubeSat
Modeling Framework provides structural and behavioral
modeling facilities for:


Mission



Mission Elements



Mission Environment



Flight Systems and Subsystems



Ground Systems and Subsystems

CubeSat Concept

OOSEM Concept

Mission

Domain

Mission Objective

Use Case

Environment

Environment

Flight System,
Ground System

System of Interest,
Physical System,
Logical System

Subsystem

Logical System

9. CUBESAT MISSIONS IN THE CUBESAT
FRAMEWORK

As shown in Table 2, OOSEM decomposes the domain,
into the Elements the Mission is comprised of in the case
of CubeSat, the Mission. The Mission block captures the
scope of everything that will be in the model, including
the system model, models of the system’s operating
environment, and models of how the CubeSat System
interacts with the other systems. Mission Elements are
systems that comprise the solution to achieving the
Mission Objective.

Modeling a CubeSat Mission starts with defining the
Mission architecture in terms of its structure and
behavior. The Block Definition Diagram in Figure 3
illustrates how a CubeSat Mission decomposes into
CubeSat Mission Element and a Space Environment,
Stakeholders, and a set of Mission Objectives.
Separating the domain into a Mission Element and Space
Environment separates the concerns associated with each.
Identifying the key Elements in the domain allows the
role of each Element to be explicitly modeled in terms of
function in support of the Mission Objective. It also
allows performance and interaction to be described. This
is key to understanding the function and performance of
the spacecraft as it interfaces with the environment.

Within the Mission Element, Flight Systems and Ground
Systems are identified and further decomposed into
logical and physical models. CubeSat systems designs
tend to separate functionality into subsystems which
correspond to logical concepts. Logical models or
subsystem models in the CubeSat model the case of
CubeSat, describe the different concepts required to
define the desired behavior of the system.

Employing the CubeSat Modeling Framework to model
the RAX mission requires the definition of a RAX
Mission Element and an Earth Orbit Space Environment,
which are illustrated in Figure 4. The RAX Mission
Element consists of a CubeSat Ground System and a
CubeSat Flight System.
Earth Orbit Environment
includes the RAX Orbital Environment i.e. atmospheric
density and solar effects, as well as the scientific
phenomenon RAX studies, FAI in the ionosphere.

The physical models of the system focus on the tangible
implementation of the system that enables its’
functionality. These models represent the hardware and
software that specifies how the system is implemented.
For example, one of the Power subsystem functions is to
store energy. The physical battery hardware implements
that functionality.

The Mission Elements interact with the Earth Orbit
Environment in many diverse ways. The Flight System
interacts directly with the Environment both in terms of
science mission observations as well as exploiting and
tolerating other environmental effects. The Ground
System communicates with the Flight System and
interacts with environmental phenomena. Other Parts of
the Ground System are not directly influenced by the
environment. They focus on modeling of ground
command and control of the Mission.

Having the CubeSat subsystem models and
implementation models separated into these elements
allows the CubeSat systems engineer to provide a very
concrete separation of the definition of what functionality
is needed versus how that functionality will be provided.
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Figure 3. CubeSat Mission Environment

Figure 4. RAX Mission Element and Earth Orbit Environment

determine the satellite position and attitude profile. RAX
utilizes a passive magnetic stabilization system which
uses the magnetic field lines to achieve the orientation
necessary to perform experiments, obtain lock with the
GPS constellation, and communicate with ground
stations. The Earth’s ionosphere is also important to
consider in our model since the primary targets of the
science mission, FAI, occur here.

10. SPACE ENVIRONMENT FRAMEWORK
RAX is a science observation mission. The CubeSat
Modeling Framework provides basic building blocks for
modeling the Space Environment where the CubeSat
operates. For the RAX specific mission, gravitational and
magnetic fields are crucial in order to model and

7

The SysML Internal Block Diagram, in Figure 5,
provides the basis for modeling both the propagation of
radio waves and also the trapping of ionospheric particles.
Each aspect of the Earth’s atmosphere has different
effects on the propagation of radio waves. Water vapor is
primarily concentrated in the troposphere and absorbs
radio waves at various frequencies. The ionosphere
contains charged elements that interact with radio waves.
Both these factors influence the transmission of
communication signals between the satellite and ground
station. It also contains the primary science target of the
mission: a series of trapped plasma formations.

many CubeSats, it was deployed from a standardized Poly
Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD) device.
The details of the Flight and Ground Systems are
described in the next two sections.

12. GROUND SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
Decomposing the CubeSat Ground System into its
physical and logical Parts is illustrated in Figure 7. This
allows for the Ground System’s desired function to be
separated from how the Ground System will be
implemented. The CubeSat Ground System’s function is
to provide uplink, (command, and control) and downlink
capabilities for the CubeSat Flight System and is
identified in the Modeling Framework by the CubeSat
Ground System Logical Components block.
The Framework models this functionality through the
CubeSat Ground System Physical Components block. The
CubeSat Ground System is structurally composed of a
CubeSat Ground Station, which further decomposes into
radio and antenna, as well as a CubeSat Ground
Information System. The Information System provides
the infrastructure for data planning and commanding, as
well as the data collected by the ground station can be
dispersed to interested parties.
These physical
components interface with the uplink and downlink
functionality of the Ground System.
Separating the Ground System into its physical and
functional implementation allows the Framework to be
flexible. A specific application of the Framework may
choose a different Ground System physical
implementation, but the Ground System’s function will
always be to provide uplink, downlink, command and
control capabilities. This flexibility allows the Framework
to be applied to a variety of architectures with variation in
functionality allocated between Flight and Ground
Systems..

Figure 5. Space Environment Framework

The RAX Ground System consists of a global community
of ground stations. [8] The ground station network
supporting the RAX missions consist of antennas, radios,
and ground station computers and software. Nominally,
every 20 seconds, RAX beacons telemetry data, on an
ultra high frequency (UHF) radio band, and any ground
station worldwide can receive the beacons, decode them
using the available RAX ground station software, and
send the data to the RAX team. RAX also downlinks
science and health data continuously when commanded
over specified ground stations.

11. MISSION ELEMENT FRAMEWORK
Mission Elements are the first architectural decomposition
of the Mission. Figure 6 illustrates the pattern for
identifying the Mission Elements.
For RAX-2, the Launch Service consisted of the launch
on a Delta II rocket from the Vandenberg Air Force Base
in California on October 28, 2011. RAX-2 was launched
as a secondary payload on an Educational Launch of
Nanosatellites (ELaNa) launch supported by NASA. Like
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Figure 6. CubeSat Mission Element Framework

Figure 7. CubeSat Ground System Framework

9

functional architectures both in terms of Mission scope
and the solution space.

13. FLIGHT SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The CubeSat Flight System is decomposed into physical
and logical Parts, as illustrated in Figure 8. The CubeSat
Modeling Framework defines the subsystems that perform
functions such as power generation, thermal control,
attitude control, and orbit control.

The subsystems perform functions which operate on
states, transforming input states to output. The states
defined in the CubeSat Modeling Framework are satellite
position and attitude, on-board stored energy and data,
and satellite thermal states, i.e. temperatures at different
locations on the satellite. These states interact through the
operational of subsystem functions. Figure 9 shows each
of the logical subsystems that are Parts of the Flight
System specified by the CubeSat Modeling Framework.

The subsystem models describe the subsystem in terms of
the functions they perform which are necessary to achieve
the Mission Objectives, while the physical models specify
the Parts required to implement the subsystems.
Modeling these concepts provides a far more explicit and
precise description of functionality. By formally
separating what the System is intended to do from what
the candidate implementation is capable of, systems
engineers can objectively evaluate and trade different

Figure 8. CubeSat Flight System Framework
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Figure 9. Logical Subsystem Components of CubeSat Logical Flight System

Table 3 describes the functions for each of the logical
subsystems and their inputs and outputs. This table is
typical of a view usually hand-generated by CubeSat
systems engineers. However this table was generated
from the model.

involved in data collection from a Target of Interest. For
example, the Mission Payload Acquisition subsystem and
the Payload Radar Receive Antenna collect the Target of
Interest data. The Mission Data Handling subsystem is
responsible for processing, filtering, storing, or deleting
data. The processed and compressed data is downlinked
to the Ground Station by the Communication subsystem.
The payload Flight Computer and the Main Flight
Computer provide overall control. During the entire
scenario, power is consumed by the subsystems described
above.

An example subsystem is the Position Determination and
Control Subsystem. One of its functions is to Determine
Position. Table 4 shows the Position Determination
Function inputs and outputs. Position reference and
available energy (in the form of instantaneous power) are
the inputs to the function and a position estimate is the
output.

Figure 11 is a SysML Sequence Diagram of the
interaction of the logical system components involved in
the collection of data from a Target of Interest. The
Power Collection and Control subsystem regulates energy
and supplies power to the various subsystems throughout
the scenario. The Mission Data Handling subsystem
processes, filters, compresses, and deletes data. The Main
Flight Computer coordinates the interaction of the
subsystems, and all function calls originate from this
subsystem. Each function call to the logical subsystem
components contains the specific values and types of data
passed for this scenario instance. The information
conveyed by the values and types of data passed for this
collect data scenario are summarized in Table 5.

RAX Scenario
A key RAX Mission Scenario, Collection of FAI Data to
satisfy the mission objective, can be constructed using the
functions provided by the CubeSat Modeling Framework
and SysML Sequence Diagram.
The targets of interest for the mission are dense clouds of
electrons known as FAI in the northern regions of the
lower ionosphere. Collection of the radar signal, which
has scattered off of FAI, by the payload and download of
payload data and telemetry are main scenarios that occur
in the CubeSat Mission.
The scenario shown in Figure 10 is an example of Target
of Interest data collection. Multiple subsystems are

11

Table 3. Functions of Logical Subsystem Components
System Logical Component

Function (Input:DataType, Output:DataType)

1

Structures and Mechanisms

Enable Operations of Subsystems( Controls : Controls, Mechanism States :
Mechanism States )
Inertia Control of Position and Altitude( Forces : Force, Moments : Moment,
Position : Position, Attitude : Attitude )
Mass Control of Position and Altitude( Forces : Force, Moments : Moment, Position
: Position, Attitude : Attitude )

2

Power Collection and Control

Regulate Energy( Solar Power : Power, Battery Electrical Power : Power )
Collect Energy( Solar Power : Power, Battery Electrical Power : Power )
Store Energy( Solar Power : Power, Battery Electrical Power : Power )

3

Position Determination and
Control Subsystem

Determine Position( Position Reference : Position Reference Data, Energy : Energy,
Information on Position : Position )
Control Position( DesiredOrbit : Orbit, Energy : Energy, PositionAdjustmentForce :
Force )

4

On-Board Data Handling and
Command Dispatcher

Dispatch Commands( Mission Commands from Ground : Commands, Subsystem
Commands : Commands )

5

Mission Data Handling

Process Data( Energy : Energy, Mission Data : Mission Data, Mission Data
Processed : Mission Data )
Compress Data( Energy : Energy, Mission Data : Mission Data, Mission Data
Processed : Mission Data )
Delete Data( Energy : Energy, Mission Data : Mission Data, Mission Data Processed
: Mission Data )
Filter Data( Energy : Energy, Mission Data : Mission Data, Mission Data Processed
: Mission Data )

6

Mission Data Acquisition

Collect Mission Specific Data( Energy : Energy, Mission Data : Mission Data )

Communication

Transmit Telemetry( Flight Computer Telemetry Data : Data Rate, Flight Computer
Mission Data : Data Rate, Energy : Power, Ground Station Telemetry Data : Data
Rate, Ground Station Mission Data : Data Rate )
Receive Operations Commands( Ground Station Data : Data Rate, Energy : Power,
Flight Computer Operations Commands : Data Rate )

#

7

8
Attitude Determination and Control

Thermal Determination
and Control

9

Determine Attitude( Attitude Reference : Attitude, Energy : Energy, Filtered
Attitude Measurements : Attitude, Sensor Measurements : Attitude Sensor )
Control Attitude( Energy : Energy, Desired Attitude : Attitude, Attitude Torque :
Torque )
Detect Temperature( Thermal Reference : Thermal Data, Thermal State Data :
Thermal Data )
Control Temperature( Current Temperatures : Temperature, Temperature Control
Commands : Commands )

Table 4. Inputs and Outputs of Position Determination Function
#

Input/Output of Function

Type

Direction

1

Energy

Energy

in

2

Position Reference

Position Reference Data

in

3

Estimate of Position

Position

out
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Figure 10. Collection of FIA Data Scenario
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Figure 11. Logical Subsystem Sequence Diagram: Collection of FIA Data Scenario
Table 5. Data Exchange: Collection of FIA Data Scenario. For Illustration Only. Not RAX Specific
Function

Inputs/Outputs

Value
Specified

State Variable
Type

(Power Subsystem)
Regulate Energy

Solar Power(Input)
Battery Electric Power(Output)

30W
10W

Power
Power

(Mission Payload Acquisition)
Collect Data

Energy (Input)
Mission Data (Output)

50J
200SDU

Energy
Mission Data

(Mission Data Handling)
Process Data

Energy(Input)
Mission Data (Input)
Mission Data Processed (Output)
Energy(Input)
Mission Data (Input)
Mission Data Processed (Output)
Energy(Input)
Mission Data (Input)
Mission Data Processed (Output)
Energy(Input)
Mission Data (Input)
Mission Data Processed (Output)

20J
200SDU
200SDU
20J
200SDU
200SDU
20J
200SDU
50SDU
20J
200SDU
200SDU

Energy
Mission Data
Mission Data
Energy
Mission Data
Mission Data
Energy
Mission Data
Mission Data
Energy
Mission Data
Mission Data

(Mission Data Handling)
Filter Data
(Mission Data Handling)
Compress Data
(Mission Data Handling)
Delete Data
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Physical Components of the Flight System

The Framework provides an Attitude Determination and
Control Subsystem illustrated in Figure 14 shows how the
CubeSat Modeling Framework can allocate the
functionality of the subsystems to the physical Parts that
implement and perform that functionality.

The CubeSat Modeling Framework also contains a library
of physical Part types of hardware and software common
to CubeSat Missions. The physical components of the
Flight System perform the functions defined by the
Subsystems. Figure 12 and Figure 13 provide example
hardware and software Part types of the Framework
organized into packages representative of the subsystems.

Figure 12. Physical Flight System Components - Hardware
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Figure 13. Physical Flight System Components - Software

Figure 14. Example Mapping of Physical Parts to Logical Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem.
Not RAX Specific
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The next steps will focus on expanding the basic
Framework to describe details of behavior models and the
role of state in behavior and Measures of Performance.
The focus will also be on trade studies with CubeSat
demonstration of interaction between STK models and
CubeSat SysML models with emphasis on semantic
transformations that are only possible in a completely
model based environment.

14. SYSML AND STK
AGI produces commercial off the shelf (COTS) analysis
and visualization software for space, air, and ground
operations.
SysML – AGI Components Interface Demo
AGI Components, a family of low-level class libraries,
provides access to specific analytical and 3D visualization
capabilities.
Dynamic Geometry Library provides
modeling of time and position for accurate vehicle
propagation and sensor modeling. Additionally, the
library provides algorithms to compute position,
orientation, and inter-visibility intervals between land,
sea, air, and space assets. The Spatial Analysis Library
enables component Users to compute asset coverage of
gridded regions and time-dynamic platforms.

16. CONCLUSION
The capabilities presented in this paper have the potential
to greatly improve the design and operation of CubeSat
missions. The current approach to design and operational
planning for CubeSat missions is largely intuition-based,
often relies on trade-studies that do not explore the
complete design space, uses ad-hoc and often unverified
methods to combine multiple simulation environments,
and often neglects elements of the mission dynamics. For
example, on-board energy dynamics are often neglected
and orbit averages assumed.

An interface between a SysML model and AGI
Components was demonstrated in real-time at the
February Phoenix 2011 INCOSE MBSE WS. The
interface was developed using Systems Lifecycle
Management (SLIM) methodology. [9] SLIM is a
collaborative, model based system engineering
workspace. SLIM allows users to employ disciplinespecific models such as STK as SysML elements for
plug-and-play with the system model.

SysML models provide a comprehensive description of
the Mission such that it can interface with a diversity of
analysis tools. These tools can extract the portion of the
information necessary to solve a problem or analyze a
relevant part of the system and integrate the solution back
into the mission specification.
For example, an
optimization algorithm which takes as inputs satellite
position and opportunities to collect energy and data and
generates operational schedule can be interfaced with the
SysML model.

The SysML model set up and executed a scenario
containing a satellite and a ground station. It used AGI
Components to calculate the satellite-to-ground station
accesses and used Insight3D to display the accesses. The
SysML model also reported the accesses. The SysML
model was constructed using Magic Draw from No Magic
and used ParaMagic from InterCAX to interface with AGI
Components.

A SysML model interfaced with STK, enables satellite
designers to consider how design parameters, such as
satellite battery, radio, and ground station networks,
influence the potential to achieve the Mission Objectives.
Furthermore, spacecraft operational planning can be
simulated and optimized more accurately with SysML
interfaced with STK. This modeling capability can also
enable satellite operators to schedule satellite operations
considering position, attitude, on-board energy, data, and
thermal states.

CubeSat SysML – STK Interface
Schemas have been defined for the exchange of data
between the CubeSat SysML model and STK. One set of
schemas provides for the setup of STK scenarios by the
CubeSat SysML model. Another set provides for the
reporting of the results of the STK scenario execution
back to the CubeSat model.

15. CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE PLANS
Figure 15 is an overview of the current state of the
CubeSat Modeling Framework. The CubeSat System
Modeling Framework has reached its first milestone,
which was to establish the basic structure of the
Framework with CubeSat terminology, incorporated
formal MBSE patterns and methods, and demonstrated
the use of the model to produce some common
specifications for CubeSats. We have also illuminated a
path to interoperability with other domain specific
modeling tools for space systems, such as STK.
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Figure 15. General Overview of CubeSat Modeling Framework with Representative Physical Components.
Not RAX Specific.
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